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6

Abstract7

The rapid increase of the use of mobile phones has created a new channel for marketing. SMS8

Marketing can be an effective medium of advertising in Bangladesh. The use of Short9

Messaging Service (SMS) has become more important to access potential customers through10

their mobile phones. The purpose of this paper is to measure compare the effectiveness of11

push (SMS) service between Grameenphone and Airtel Telecommunication Company of12

Bangladesh. Results show that in most of the dimensions of push service like language of push13

SMS, degree of customers? irritation, degree of annoying, social, educational and govt.14

information, relevancy to customers? life style, Airtel is lagging behind GP. Being the young15

company, Airtel is in the good position regarding information about service activation16

deactivation, customer satisfaction level, special offer and advance permission. Most of the17

dimensions do not match with the effectiveness of push services especially customers of both18

companies are irritated and annoyed about push SMS. So in case of overall evaluation for both19

companies the effectiveness of push service is not in satisfactory level. The findings of this20

study necessitate the ways for Airtel as well as GP to adopt customer-centric strategic21

approach through competitive offerings quality services to enhance the customer22

attractiveness towards push SMS and improve the effectiveness of push service. The study will23

contribute significantly regarding the policy making of the business professionals, advertising24

professionals as well as Telecommunications Company (especially GP Airtel) in selecting,25

evaluating and establishing the proper SMS marketing and push service methods.26

27

Index terms— push marketing, sms, grameenphone, airtel, medium of advertising.28

1 Introduction29

ver the last few years, the number of mobile subscribers in Bangladesh has been more than or close to more than30
doubling on an annual basis. The subscriber base had reached 119.623 million at the end of November 2014and31
is continuing to grow at a fast rate. Individually, Bangladesh’s leading mobile operator, Grameenphone, has32
51.119 Million customers, Banglalink has 30.681 Million, Robi has 25.251 Million and Airtel has 7.468 Million33
subscribers. On the other side, City cell, Bangladesh oldest mobile operator, has added 1.306 Million subscribers34
and finally Government phone company Tele talk has 3.805 Million subscribers.35

2 Operator36

Subscriber(in million) Bangladeshi Mobile Phone Company takes these huge mobile phone subscribers as the37
source or medium to reach the enormous people to conduct Mobile marketing. Mobile advertisers can deliver38
timely phone message service (SMS) ads to consumers based on their demographic characteristics and geographic39
information. Worldwide, wireless advertisers have already integrated SMS into the media mix. As the mobiles are40
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8 ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW

in high use, advertising companies are also running after people who use mobile phones. Mobiles were invented41
for the purpose of communications only but on the way they have got a new dimension. This dimension is that42
mobiles are used for advertisement. Most of the companies have started sending promotional messages in the43
form of SMS to people because of today mobile marketing is one of the cheapest means of advertisements. Mobile44
marketing can be done through SMS, MMS, Voice call etc. Also, people keep mobiles with them, and hence, as45
soon as people get messages on their cell phones they instantly check their messages. Moreover, mobile marketing46
saves much time.47

Companies through push marketing can make people to read their promotional messages. O as well as Airtel48
is the growing mobile phone company in Bangladesh. Both companies conduct their push marketing activity to49
their subscribers. Although today pull marketing is the new concept in the market but both push Marketing &pull50
marketing are used by those company. The effectiveness of push Marketing varies from company to company.51
This paper will show the comparative effectiveness of push marketing between Grameenphone and Airtel mobile52
company. Hence, Present study emphasizes and tries to measure the Effectiveness of push Marketing of GP and53
Airtel Company towards the customers.54

3 a) Research Problem55

The present study is basically a customer survey, conducted with the objective of knowing the customer opinion56
about the effectiveness of push marketing of cellular phone service providers. Today there is a stiff competition57
prevailing among the cellular phone service providers. Hence under this scenario, it is important to know the58
factors that impact on the push marketing towards potential customer as well as to know the effectiveness of59
push (SMS) Marketing of selected mobile phone company(GP and Airtel) which are the leading and growing60
mobile phone operator of telecom service in Bangladesh.61

4 b) Significance of the Study62

This paper will help the telecom industry to know the current scenario of customer opinion about their push63
service as well as it helps to understand them assess their comparative position in context of push marketing.64

5 c) Objectives of the Study65

The general objective of this research is to assess the effectiveness of push marketing toward potential customer66
of GP and Airtel.67

Specifically, the study is aimed at the following objectives:68
? To know about the overview of ??rameenphone and Airtel company.69
? To determine and compare the perception of mobile phone users in Bangladesh about push service in respect70

of selected variables with regard to GP and Airtel.71
? To know about the level of Performance & Effectiveness of GP and Airtel regarding the push service.72
? To make a comparison between Grameenphone and Airtel in the context of push service by analyzing73

customer opinion and experience.74
? To evaluate the overall position and measure the effectiveness of push services for both companies.75
? To provide some recommendations to increase the effectiveness of push service of Grameenphone and Airtel76

Company in regard to the selected variables.77

6 d) Scope of the Study78

The scope of the research is based on two mobile phone companies and it throws light on the effectiveness of push79
marketing with respect to Grameenphone and Airtel Company. The report is written from the point of view of80
Grameenphone & Airtel users of Pabna city from Bangladesh. This report will represent the overall condition of81
effectiveness of push service of mobile phone subscribers based on the survey conducted over 100 mobile phone82
users.83

7 e) Limitations of the Study84

? The study concentrates only on the customers of GP and Airtel of Pabna city in Bangladesh. ? Due to time85
constraints it is not possible to cover vast area. So that survey has limited scope for application in wide market.86
? Few customers are hesitate to deliver some information’s due to the time wasted in the providing the same. ?87
Cost constraints leads to reduction in number of respondents.88

II.89

8 Organizational Overview90

Since its inception Grameenphone has built the largest cellular network in the country with over 13,000 base91
stations in more than 7000 locations. Presently, nearly 98 percent of the country’s population is within the92
coverage area of the It established the first 24-Hour Call Center, introduced value-added services such as VMS,93
SMS, fax and data transmission services, international roaming service, WAP, SMS-based Push-pull services,94
EDGE,3G, personal ring back tone and many other products and services.95
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Year 2015 a) Overview of ??rameenphone Grameenphone Ltd., the largest telecommunications service provider96
in Bangladesh received its operating license in November, 1996 and started its operations from ??arch 26, 1997, the97
Independence Day of Bangladesh. Grameenphone was also the first operator to introduce the pre-paid service98
in September 1999. Today, Grameenphone is the leading telecommunications service provider in Bangladesh99
with more than 51.112 million subscribers as of November 2014 (http://www.btrc.gov.bd). It is a joint venture100
enterprise between Telenor and Grameen Telecom Corporation, a non-profit sister concern of the internationally101
acclaimed microfinance organization and community development bank Grameen Bank. Telenor, the largest102
telecommunications company in Norway, owns 55.8% shares of Grameenphone; Grameen Telecom owns 34.2%103
and the remaining 10% is publicly held.104

9 b) Overview of Airtel105

Airtel, formerly known as Warid Telecom, is a GSM and 3G based cellular operator in Bangladesh. Airtel is106
the sixth mobile phone carrier to enter the Bangladesh market, and originally launched commercial operations107
under the brand name Warid on May 10, 2007. In 2010, Bharti Airtel bought out majority share of the company.108
As of August 2013, Airtel Bangladesh has 7.97 million subscribers with 7.3% of market share. Warid Telecom109
International, an Abu Dhabi based consortium, sold a majority 70% stake in the company to India’s Bharti110
Airtel Limited. Bharti Airtel is making a fresh investment of USD 300 million to rapidly expand the operations111
of Warid Telecom. This is the largest investment in Bangladesh by an Indian company. This is Bharti Airtel’s112
second operation outside of India. Dhabi Group continues as a strategic partner retaining 30% shareholding and113
has its nominees on the Board of the Company. Bharti Airtel Limited took management control of the company114
and its board, and rebranded the company’s services under its own Airtel brand from December 20, 2010. The115
Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission approved the deal on Jan 4, 2010. The company offers116
a wide array of innovative mobile services, including voice, value added services, data and m-commerce products117
and is focused on expanding its state-of-the-art mobile network both for coverage and capacity.118

With a customer base of more than 7.468 million (www.btrc.gov.bd), Airtel Bangladesh is the most preferred119
youth brand of the country that thrives on excellent data service. And data experience with Airtel will only120
be better when the company will introduce its array of 3G services. To make customers’ lives easier Airtel121
Bangladesh has Doorstep Service by which customers can enjoy all kinds of service at their preferred place.122
M-Commerce opened a new Horizon in money transfer that gives Airtel customers the freedom to send money123
to their dear ones instantly from their mobile. Through M-health, customers can now reach professional doctors124
over phone 24/7 and get basic treatment. To enrich the lives of the customers Airtel has125

10 Review of Related Literature and126

Origin of Push Marketing a) Mobile Advertising Traditionally, the purpose of advertising has been to communicate127
brand messages to consumers in order to understand the communication process behind advertising ??Shannon’s128
(1948)]. Advertising, in today’s business world is the most prioritize filed that a business normally concentrate129
and put large emphasize on that. During recent years, the popularity of text messaging (SMS) has grown130
exponentially, which has led to the rise of the mobile advertising phenomenon ??James, 2004]. ??hang and131
Villegas (2008) argue that the mobile phone has tremendous potential for delivering advertisements because of132
its high penetration rate.133

11 b) SMS Advertising134

In this competitive world, where in each step you will find competition. In order to have win-win position in135
this competitive world there should be some strong weapons to be used to have winning edge. One of the strong136
weapons is advertising through SMS. In the current scenario people are lacking time, there is a very urgent need137
for quick and effective communication system. Bulk SMS Solutions are considered as the safest and quickest138
mode of communication. The marketer shave found a new way of advertising to reach the consumers with the139
growth in the cellular market. Millions of SMS or more are sent in a month. SMS advertising has emerged as140
the most suitable and effective medium for advertising due addiction towards SMS and its popularity among141
youths. According to the GSM association, the cellular phone users send 10 million or more SMS in a month.142
The addiction towards SMS and its popularity among youths has contributed to SMS advertising to emerge as143
the most suitable and effective medium for advertising. The SMS has emerged as marketing communication144
phenomenon for the advertisers to reach their clients anywhere, anytime. One can use SMS gateways to generate145
the maximum awareness in client’s mind with the minimum possible costs. The SMS gateway can also be used146
for brand recalling. According to the research the text message advertisements have found to boost the clients’147
inclination to purchase by 36% which explains its popularity among marketers. This is perhaps because SMS148
advertising is the most popular form of mobile advertising ??Scharl, 2005].149

12 c) Origin of Push Marketing150

Actually push marketing concept comes from mobile advertising or mobile marketing. Mobile marketing is can be151
defined as ”Using interactive wireless media to provide customers with time and location sensitive, personalized152
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16 F) VOICE MAIL SERVICE (VMS)

information that promotes goods, services and ideas, thereby generating value for all stakeholders” This definition153
includes an important concept of adding value not just for the marketing party, but also for the consumer.154

Mobile marketing can be categorized into two types one is push marketing and other is pull marketing.155
].Providers can take the form of pull-based (user request information and services based on their locations) or156
Push-based (location-sensitive content is automatically sent to users based on their location) advertising. Push157
advertising without any filtering is something like spam e-mail which might be perceived as annoying or irritating.158
Lawer and Knox (2006) describe Push marketing as company centric marketing strategies that push the benefits159
of company offerings to specific marketing segments. When defining mobile marketing a further distinction can be160
made between push and pull marketing campaigns. Lawer and Knox (2006) describe Push marketing as company161
centric marketing strategies that push the benefits of company offerings to specific marketing segments.162

i. Push Marketing Push marketing focuses on taking the product to the customer, and putting the product in163
front of the customer at the point of purchase. This type of marketing strategy hopes to minimize the amount164
of time between a customer discovering a product and buying that product. To accomplish this, companies use165
aggressive and wide-reaching ads to make the biggest and most immediate impact they can on customers. Node166
performs order planning for succeeding node. Like stated by Bonney et al. (1999) control information flow is in167
the same direction of goods flow. Push Marketing sounds much more aggressive than it actually is It creates a168
situation within the retail environment169

13 Mobile marketing170

Pull Marketing Push Marketing where the manufacturer and the retailer work together to promote one specific171
product model or entire product line. This strategy makes use of a company’s sales force, trade promotion172
activities, and promotional relationships to create consumer demand for a product (i.e. sales incentives/spiffs,173
coupons or discounts, and heavy product training for retail staff).With a Push strategy, the producer (1) promotes174
the product to wholesalers, the wholesalers to the retailers, and the retailers to the consumers, and (2) sets175
production levels based on the wholesalers and/or retailers’ historical ordering patterns and product sales, and176
forecasted demand. Often it takes time for Push-based supply to respond to changes in demand, as they are177
basing their inventory on historical data.178

14 Fig. 3 : Push strategies179

Often manufacturers look at incorporating a Push strategy into their overall marketing efforts when:180
? Consumers do not know their product’s brand, benefits or How to use it and therefore need to be educated;181

? Consumers are price sensitive;182
? They are competing with an industry leader that has a large marketing budget; or when their goal is to183

inspire trial with the hope of building long-term product loyalty.184
ii. PULL Marketing Pull marketing, on the other hand, takes the opposite approach. The goal of pull185

marketing is to get the customers to come to you, hence the term pull, where marketers are attempting to push186
customers in. Common sales tactics used for push marketing include mass media promotions, word-of-mouth187
referrals and advertised sales promotions. From a business perspective, pull marketing attempts to create brand188
loyalty and keep customers coming back, whereas push marketing is more concerned with phone-term sales. Pull189
Marketing creates a situation in which consumers knowingly request a branded product and ”pull” it through190
the distribution channel. For this strategy to work, manufacturers must build consumer demand through heavy191
(and often expensive) advertising and promotional campaigns. A pull strategy could arguably be more effective192
than a push strategy because it is easier to sell to a consumer who has a strong positive view of the product.193
However, creating this positive impression often requires a high amount of exposure over a long period of time.194

Often manufacturers look to use mediums such as: Although this sounds easy, it often takes considerable195
time and resources to build awareness for a product to the point where it is identifiable by consumers. Often196
manufacturers will look at incorporating a push strategy when:197

? Consumers want to purchase the product because of a strong affiliation to the brand.198
? They have created a product that is easily differentiated and identifiable from competitor products.199
? They have adequate funds to support a large advertising campaign.200

15 e) Short Message Service (SMS)201

SMS is a text messaging service component of phone, Web, or mobile communication systems. It uses standardized202
communications protocols to allow fixed line or mobile phone devices to exchange phone text messages. SMS203
was the most widely used data application, with an estimated 3.5 billion active users, or the world. SMS is also204
employed in direct marketing, known as SMS marketing. SMS in subscriber mobile acts like an advanced pager.205
Subscriber can send and receive text messages of up to 160 characters. Subscriber can use your mobile phone206
attached to a computer to send faxes or transfer date, even they need not to be connected with a fixed line.207

16 f) Voice Mail Service (VMS)208

VMS is a unique answering machine. It provides subscriber with a personal electronic mail box in our voice209
mail center. When subscriber is not available or outside the coverage area or simply busy even switch off his210
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or her cell phone, the caller can leave a message in subscriber’s voice mailbox, which subscriber may listen or211
retrieve at subscriber’s convenience. It provides 24-Hour automatic secretarial service makes one available to his212
calling person anytime. When users are unreachable or unable to answer any call within 20 s, the service will213
automatically divert the call to voice mail. User will receive a SMS notifying us that we have a message and we214
may retrieve it at a convenient time.215

17 g) Multimedia Message Service (MMS)216

Multimedia message service (MMS) on the other hand, provides more visual and active messages. Marketers can217
benefit from use of photos, music, logos and animation, videos in advertising to consumers’ mobile phones. SMS218
and MMS advertising are expected to achieve higher response rates compared to e-mail or television advertising,219
because all advertisements can be sent personally ??Zabadi, Shura & Elsayed, 2012]. MMS mobile marketing can220
contain a timed slideshow of images, text, audio and video. This mobile content is delivered via MMS (Multimedia221
Message Service). Nearly all new phones produced with a color screen are capable of sending and receiving222
standard MMS message. Brands are able to both send (mobile terminated) and receive (mobile originated)223
rich content through MMS A2P (application-to-person) mobile networks to mobile subscribers. MMS mobile224
marketing can contain a timed slideshow of images, text, audio and video. This mobile content is delivered via225
MMS (Multimedia Message Service). Nearly all new phones produced with a color screen are capable of sending226
and receiving standard MMS message. Brands are able to both send (mobile terminated) and receive (mobile227
originated) rich content through MMS A2P (applicationto-person) mobile networks to mobile subscribers. In228
some networks, brands are also able to sponsor messages that are sent P2P (person-to-person).229

18 h) Voice Call230

Actually voice call is a service provide by mobile phone operator that enables people to communicate and231
exchange their voice by using transmission frequency. The 3GPP has defined the Voice Call Continuity (VCC)232
specifications in order to describe how a voice call can be persisted, as a mobile phone moves between circuit233
switched and packet switched radio domains.234

19 i) Voice SMS235

A voice SMS is a text message that people can send that includes a message (usually 30 seconds or less) that236
the other person can hear in the text message. Save time and personalize subscribes message through a voice237
SMS. This service provides user the flexibility to record up to 120 s of audio; so even if user desired number is238
unreachable, message will reach out live! j) Service Quality Service quality was defined differently through the239
view of many researchers. For example: Bitner, Booms and Mohr (1994) defined service quality as ’the consumer’s240
overall impression of the relative inferiority / superiority of the organization and its services’. Therefore, service241
quality is the key of survival to all servicing companies. Cronin and Taylor (1994) viewed service quality as242
a form of attitude representing a longrun overall evaluation. Maintaining service quality at certain level and243
improving service quality must be lifetime efforts to those companies who desire life-time prosperity in customers’244
heart. Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985) defined service quality as ’a function of the differences between245
expectation and performance along the quality dimensions’ [Likewise, Roest and Pieters ?? (1997)]. The same246
definition that service quality is a relativistic and cognitive discrepancy between experiences based norms and247
performance concerning service benefits. Service quality is a critical element of customer perceptions. Service248
quality will be the dominant element in customers’ evaluations. Service quality may also be very critical in249
determining customer satisfaction.250

20 k) Customers Perception and Evaluation251

Customer perception of services refers how they assess whether they have experienced quality service, and whether252
they are satisfied. Perceptions are always considered relative to expectations.253

21 IV.254

22 Methodology and Hypotheses Development255

The business research used in this report is descriptive nature. Through this descriptive research this report256
seeks to determine the answers the research questions of the GP and Airtel Bangladesh Ltd. The users of GP257
and Airtel were the population of this study. This study was mainly based on primary data that were collected258
by using a structured survey questionnaire and secondary data that were collected from journal, books, sampling259
method with structured questionnaire from July to December 2014. After collection of primary data, hypotheses260
were formulated and T-test, Z test, one-way ANOVA analysis, frequency analysis, and descriptive analysis ware261
used to test the hypotheses with 0.05 level of statistical significance. The statistical computer package SPSS262
version 17.0 was used to analyze the data. Out of 100 respondents, 21 were service holders and 79 were students.263
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29 I. HYPOTHESES

23 a) Population and Sample264

Sampling Size-100 respondents, Convenient Sampling method is used for the study.265

24 b) Sources of Data266

This study is based on both primary and secondary data. Primary data were collected through a structured267
questionnaire survey. Secondary data were collected from the published official statistics, report documents,268
laws, ordinance, books, articles, annual reports of concerned cell phone operators, ministry of posts &269
telecommunications, websites etc.270

25 c) Data Collection Methods271

Primary data has been used by me in the form of Questionnaire & Observation, which are the two basic methods272
of collecting primary data, which suffices all research objectives. Secondary data sources like website of the273
company & some articles with reference to web-sites.274

26 d) Data Analysis Methods275

A five-point Likert type scale statements were used to measure the variables where 1 stands for strongly disagreed276
and 5 stands for strongly agreed effect on the statements ??(Luthans, 2002)]. After collection of primary data,277
hypotheses were formulated and paired samples t-test, Frequency analysis, and regression analysis ware used to278
test the hypotheses with 0.05 level of statistical significance. The statistical computer package SPSS version 17.0279
was used to analyze the data.280

27 e) Questionnaire Design281

The primary data were collected from relative mobile phone companies’ customers from Pabna city. Total 100282
customers (50 customers of Grameenphone and 50 customers of Airtel) were surveyed through the convenience283
sampling method with questionnaire from July to December 2014.284

28 f) Hypotheses Formulation285

Research hypothesis is an unproven statement, which helps the researcher to draw the suggestion on his286
hypothetical assumption whether it is true or false based on some specific statistical test (Alam and Neger,287
2009). For the convenience of the study the following hypotheses are developed which are to be tested.288

29 i. Hypotheses289

Formulation (For comparing effectiveness of push service between GP and Airtel) Hypothesis 1:Ho: ? MG = ?290
MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA291

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in terms of Service292
Charge. Hypothesis 2:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA293

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel regarding Language of294
SMS. Hypothesis 3:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA295

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel on the subject of296
Contents of SMS. Hypothesis 4:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA297

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in context of irritation.298
Hypothesis 5:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA299

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel with regard to annoying300
SMS. Hypothesis 6:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA301

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in terms of Update302
information about product & service. Hypothesis 7:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA303

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel regarding Information304
about service activation & deactivation. Hypothesis 8:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA305

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel on the subject of306
Customer satisfaction of Push service. Hypothesis 9:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA307

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in context of Hypothesis308
10:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA309

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel with regard to Contents310
those relevant to customers’ lifestyle. Hypothesis 11:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA311

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel on the subject of Special312
offers to customers. Hypothesis 12:Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA313

Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in context of Advance314
permission to provide SMS.315
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30 Hypothesis 13:316

Ho: ? MG = ? MA Ha: ? MG ? ? MA317
Where, Ho: There is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel with regard to Service318

of customer care center about Push service.319
ii. Hypotheses Formulation (For overall evaluation and to test the effectiveness of push service for both320

companies) Hypothesis 1: H 0 : Both companies (GP and Airtel) have satisfactory service charge to the customers.321
Ha: Both companies (GP and Airtel) have not satisfactory service charge to the customers.322

31 Hypothesis 2:323

H 0 : Language of push SMS of GP and Airtel is easily readable to the customers. Ha: Language of push SMS324
of GP and Airtel is not easily readable to the customers.325

32 Hypothesis 3:326

H 0 : Contents of push SMS of GP and Airtel are phone and to the point. Ha: Contents of push SMS of GP and327
Airtel are not phone and to the point.328

33 Hypothesis 4:329

H 0 : Respondents of both companies are irritated when they receive push SMS. Ha: Respondents of both330
companies are not irritated when they receive push SMS.331

34 Hypothesis 5:332

H 0 : Contents of push SMS of GP and Airtel are often annoying to the customers. Ha: Contents of push SMS333
of GP and Airtel are not often annoying to the customers.334

Hypothesis 6: H 0 : Both companies provide update information about their products & services to the335
customers through push SMS. Ha: Both companies do not provide update information about their products &336
services to the customers through push SMS.337

Hypothesis 7: H 0 : Both companies provide information about activation and deactivation of push service338
through push SMS. Ha: Both companies do not provide information about activation and deactivation of push339
service through push SMS. Hypothesis 8: H 0 : Respondents of both companies are satisfied on getting the push340
service. Ha: Respondents of both companies are not satisfied on getting the push service. Hypothesis 9: H 0341
: Both companies provide available push SMS to customers about social, educational, govt. info. Ha: Both342
companies do not provide available push SMS to customers about social, educational, govt. info. Hypothesis 10:343
H 0 : Push SMS are relevant to customers’ life style. Ha: Push SMS are not relevant to customers’ life style.344

35 Hypothesis 11:345

H 0 : Both companies provide special offers to customers through push SMS. Ha: Both companies do not provide346
special offers to customers through push SMS.347

36 Hypothesis 12:348

H 0 : Both companies take the permission from respondents in advance to provide push SMS. Ha: Both companies349
do not take the permission from respondents in advance to provide push SMS.350

37 Hypothesis 13:351

H 0 : Services of customer care center of GP and Airtel regarding push service are in satisfactory level. Ha:352
Services of customer care center of GP and Airtel regarding push service are not in satisfactory level.353

V.354

38 Data Analysis, Hypotheses Testing and Findings355

An analysis is generated from the questionnaire to achieve the objectives of the study. In order to analyze the356
collected data a 5-point Likert type scale has been used, where 5 stands for highly satisfied (Strongly Agreed)357
customers, 4 stands for satisfied It also reveals that 50%of the respondents use GP and 50% of the respondents358
use Airtel from the total 100 of respondents.359

39 b) Customer Opinion about SMS, MMS and Voice SMS360

Customer opinion about SMS, MMS, and Voice SMS is an important factor to the customers. They give more361
emphasis in this particular point in receiving the PUSH SMS.362
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44 TABLE 8 : SATISFACTION LEVEL

40 c) Attractiveness of push SMS to Customer363

Customer incentive is the strong factor to determine the effectiveness of push service. Customers always expect364
that their operators will give some incentive to them regularly. The operators, who are providing incentive365
to customers, are getting more customers. Table 3 reveals that about 44% respondents of GP receive the366
incentive where 38% respondents of Airtel receive the incentive. Here the frequency about ”Yes” of GP and367
Airtel respondents regarding incentive to the customers are respectively 22 and 19the frequency about ”No” of368
GP and Airtel respondents regarding incentive to the customers are respectively 28 and 31. It indicates that GP369
is in a better position than Airtel in case of providing incentive to the customers.370

41 d) Necessary Push SMS Received and Read by Customer371

It is possible to compare the effectiveness of push service between GP and Airtel by analyzing the frequency of372
push SMS reception and amount of SMS reading. Customer will read the SMS if it contains more attractive and373
necessary element for what the customer will wait. Mean value of GP (1.68) is lower than of Airtel (1.80) which374
refer Airtel in good position than GP because it provides 3 categories of SMS that match among categories of375
respondents. Sometime Bangla by English spelling SMS is ambiguous so respondents will be more comfortable to376
read the Bangla SMS. If both companies increase the amount of Bangla SMS than effectiveness of PUSH service377
will be high.378

42 f) Number of Necessary push SMS Reception and Activation379

It is possible to measure the effectiveness of push service between GP and Airtel by analyzing the number380
of necessary push SMS to the respondents and the number of service activation also the sign of measuring381
effectiveness.382

Table 6 reveals that, out of 50 respondents of GP 18% respondents are argue that they receive 1 necessary383
push SMS within one month where out of 50 respondents of Airtel 10% respondents are argue that they receive384
1 necessary push SMS within one month. 24%, 10%, 14%, 10%, 24% of GP ’s respondent argue that they receive385
respectively 2, 3, 4, 5, and above 5 necessary push SMS within one month where 22%, 40%, 2%, 8%, 18% of386
Airtel’s respondent argue that they receive respectively 2, 3, 4, 5, and above 5 necessary push SMS within one387
month. The mean value (3.46) and CV (3.519) of GP is higher than the mean value (3.30) and CV (2.541) of388
Airtel in context reception of necessary push SMS. It indicates that GP’s push SMS match more with respondent’s389
demand than of Airtel and effectiveness of push service of GP is high than of Airtel. From the table -6 it is clear390
that number of service activation is more in respect of Airtel subscribers. 84% of Airtel’s subscribers activate391
minimum one service within one month where 62% of GP’s subscribers activate minimum one service within one392
month.SD of Airtel is lower than of GP which refer that effectiveness of push SMS of Airtel is high than of GP.393
It is possible because of attractive power of that push SMS higher than of GP.394

43 g) Time of PUSH SMS Reception and Preference of Cus-395

tomers’ Push SMS Reception396

If the service provider able to provide the push SMS to the subscriber mobile phone at the right time it means397
when the customer prefer to receive than the effectiveness of push SMS will be high. Table-7 Shows that 68%398
of GP’s subscribers get push SMS when they are busy where 82% respondents of Airtel are get push SMS when399
they are busy. Both companies should find out the customers busy time and avoid sending the push SMS in400
their busy time because 38% of GP’s respondents prefer to receive push SMS in the relax time as well as 34% of401
Airtel’s respondents prefer to receive push SMS in the relax time. Airtel should more concern to provide push402
SMS than GP to increase the effectiveness of push service. It is needed to know about the level of customer403
satisfaction regarding the push SMS reception to enhance the effectiveness of push service. The table-8 states the404
overall satisfaction level of the respondents’ views towards the push SMS reception from their service provider.405

44 Table 8 : Satisfaction Level406

Source: Field Survey, From the table-8, it is found that 12 respondents of GP are dissatisfied, 14 respondents407
are satisfied and no highly satisfied respondent towards the level of satisfaction on getting push SMS and its408
service.14 respondents of GP are highly dissatisfied and 10 respondents showed their neutrality on getting push409
SMS and its service. On the other hand, no respondents of Airtel are highly satisfied, 1 respondent of Airtel410
is highly dissatisfied and 18 respondents are satisfied 21 respondents are dissatisfied and 10 respondents showed411
their neutrality regarding push SMS reception. Here mean value of GP and Airtel respondents regarding push412
SMS reception from their service provider are respectively 4.48 and 2.90 and the coefficient of variation are413
respectively 1.398 and .867, which indicate that Airtel is in a very strong position than GP. Respondents of GP414
as well as Airtel are significantly satisfied but respondents are not highly satisfied for both companies so both415
companies should increase the quality and attractiveness of push SMS and service to reach the optimum position416
of effectiveness to their push service.417
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45 i) Service Charge of Push Service418

Service charge of push service is the vigorous factor to determine the customer evaluation towards push service419
and service charge has a prodigious impact to the effectiveness of push service. Respondents of GP and Airtel420
have comment on their own service provider’s service charge of push service.421

Table -9 indicates that service charge to the 48% respondents of GP is not important at all it means they are422
not at all happy where service charge to the 38% respondents of Airtel is not important at all. 38% respondents423
of GP said, service charge is not bad where 56% respondents of Airtel said, service charge is not bad. 6%424
respondents of GP said, service charge is extremely important to them it means they are highly satisfied where425
only 2% respondents of Airtel said, service charge is extremely important to them. Here the mean of GP is 1.80426
and Airtel is 1.74 which refer subscribers are not satisfied about their service charge. Both companies should set427
their service charge at minimum level it means important level so that customer s can be satisfied.428

46 j) Respondents’ Opinion about Time Chosen for Push SMS429

Sending time and receiving time of push SMS has a great effect on the effectiveness of push service. ’430

47 Table 10 : Satisfaction Level431

Source: Field Survey, Table-10 presents that 15 and 21 of GP among 50 respondents are respectively strongly agree432
and agree to receive the push SMS in which it’s receiving time chosen by themselves where 19 and 23respondents433
of Airtel among 50 respondents are respectively strongly agree and agree to receive the push SMS in which it’s434
receiving time chosen by themselves. Only 4 respondents of GP and 1 respondent of Airtel are disagreeing about435
this statement. Most of the respondents of GP and Airtel are eager to choose the time by themselves for receiving436
Push SMS from their service provider. So the both companies gather the data from the subscribers about their437
preference time to provide push SMS so that their push service will be effective.438

48 k) Customers’ Perception and Sensation about Existing439

Push SMS and Intent towards Future Is the push SMS service effective or not, it is possible to measure by analyzing440
the respondent’s opinion regarding push SMS reception. In present customer are more sensitive and awareness441
as well their demand is changing. For the rivalry among existing mobile phone company the communication442
strategy has been changing. Customers also comfort to accept the service in their convenient way and time. It443
is possible to measure the existing perception and future perception about push SMS by analyzing the following444
questions and answers.445

49 July to December 2014446

Table-11shows 42% respondents of GP are strongly agree that they are irritated when they receive push SMS447
from their service provider where only 12% respondents of GP disagree about this statement. On the other hand448
44%42% respondents of Airtel are strongly agree that they are irritated when they receive push SMS in their cell449
phone where narrowly 6% respondents of Airtel disagree about this statement. Mean of GP and Airtel for current450
perception of respondents are respectively 4.04 and 4.20 that means respondents negative effect is high here. In451
context of future push SMS reception, 26%respondents of GP strongly disagree and also 26% respondents of GP452
disagree to receive push SMS in future where only 4% strongly agree and 26% agree to receive push SMS in453
future. On the other hand 16%respondents of Airtel strongly disagree and 36% respondents of Airtel disagree to454
receive push SMS in future. Although 30% respondents of Airtel are agree to receive the push SMS in future.455
Mean (2.70) of Airtel is higher than the mean(2.56) of GP. It means the number of respondents of Airtel is more456
than of GP to receive the push SMS in future. Although the position of Airtel is good than GP in context of457
future push SMS reception but most of the respondents for both companies would not like to receive the push458
SMS in future.459

50 l) Customers’ Overall Evaluation as a Whole towards the460

Push Service of Grameen Phone and Airtel461

It is possible to determine the effectiveness of push service by analyzing the following factors in respect of GP462
and Airtel mobile phone Company. Table-12 shows the GP’s and Airtel’s frequency, mean, standard deviation463
and variance in respect of related variables. From analyzing the result of GP and Airtel, we can measure the464
overall and comparative effectiveness of push service.465

Factor 1 reveals that Airtel’s mean(1.62) is higher than GP’s mean(1.56) as well SD(.501)of GP is higher than466
SD(.490) of Airtel it means the position of Airtel is higher than GP in context of providing incentive SMS.467

Factor 2 reveals that the mean (2.86) of GP is higher than the mean (2.70) of Airtel and variance (1.796)468
of GP is higher than the variance ??1.194) of Airtel that means the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel469
regarding push SMS read by respondents. So the effectiveness of push service is high of GP.470

Factor 3 shows that the mean (3.46) of GP is higher than the mean (3.30) of Airtel and variance (3.519) of GP471
is higher than the variance (2.541) of Airtel that means the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel regarding the472
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52 M) EFFECTIVENESS OF PUSH SERVICE IN RESPECT OF
FOLLOWING INTERRELATED VARIABLES (A COMPARATIVE
PRESENTATION BETWEEN GP AND AIRTEL)
necessary push SMS received by respondents. So the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher than of Airtel.473
Factor 4 shows that the mean (1.54) of GP is higher than the mean (1.24) of Airtel and variance (.621) of GP is474
higher than the variance (.349) of Airtel that means the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel regarding the475
service activation after reading PUSH SMS by respondents. So the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher476
than of Airtel.477

Factor 5 reveals that, out of 50 respondents of GP 14 respondents are highly dissatisfied and 12 respondents478
are dissatisfied where out of 50 respondents of Airtel only 1 respondent is highly dissatisfied and 21 respondents479
are dissatisfied. On the other hand 14 respondents of GP are satisfied where 18 respondents of Airtel are satisfied.480
The mean (2.90) of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.48) of GP that indicate the customers of Airtel are more481
satisfy towards Airtel than of GP regarding push SMS reception from their operator.482

Factor 6indicates that the mean of GP is 1.80 and Airtel is 1.74 which refer subscribers are not satisfied about483
their service charge. Both companies should set their service charge at minimum level it means important level484
so that customer s can be satisfied.485

Factor 7shows that the mean (3.48) of GP is higher than the mean (3.04) of Airtel and variance (1.234) of GP486
is higher than the variance (1.182) of Airtel that means the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel regarding487
the language of Push SMS. So the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher than of Airtel.488

Factor 8 exposes that the mean (3.54) of GP is higher than the mean (3.40) of Airtel and variance (.988) of GP489
is higher than the variance (.980) of Airtel that directs the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel concerning490
the contents of push SMS. So the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher than of Airtel.491

Factor 9 reveals that the mean (3.26) of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.62) of GP and SD (1.006) of Airtel492
is lower than the SD (1.141) of GP that directs the condition of Airtel is higher than of GP in relation to the493
information about products and services through push SMS. So the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher494
than of GP.495

Factor 10 discloses that the mean (3.20) of Airtel is higher than the mean (3.10) of GP and variance (2.245) of496
Airtel is higher than the variance (1.141) of GP that directs the condition of Airtel is higher than of GP regarding497
the information about service activation and deactivation process. Subsequently the effectiveness of push service498
of Airtel is higher than of GP.499

Factor 11unveils that the mean (3.20) of GP is equal the mean (3.20) of Airtel but SD (1.229) of GP is lower500
than the SD (1.262) of Airtel that leads the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel regarding service activation501
and deactivation method. Afterward the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP.502

Factor 12 exposes that the mean (3.86) of GP is higher than the mean (3.16) of Airtel and SD(1.010) of GP503
is lower than the SD (1.167) of Airtel that directs the condition of GP is higher than of Airtel regarding the .504

51 July to December 2014505

push SMS reception about social awareness, educational and govt. info. So it is clear that effectiveness of push506
service of GP is higher than of Airtel.507

Factor 13 divulges that the mean (2.80) of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.56) of GP and variance (1.796) of508
Airtel is higher than the variance (1.141) of GP that directs that the condition of Airtel is higher than of GP in509
relation to relevancy of push SMS to subscribers’ lifestyle. So the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher510
than of GP.511

Factor 14 exposes that the mean (2.94) of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.86) of GP and SD (1.058) of512

52 m) Effectiveness of Push Service in Respect of Following In-513

terrelated Variables (A Comparative Presentation between514

GP and Airtel)515

Table ??13 represent the total frequency, number of respondents, Mean, Standard deviation and variance of516
selected factors that present the comparative picture of effectiveness of push service between GP and Airtel.517
offers to customers’. So it is clear that effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. This table518
show, in case of service charge the mean (1.80) value of GP is higher than the mean (1.74) value of Airtel. So519
it indicates that GP is in good position than of Airtel. In case of ambiguous SMS, most of the respondents of520
Airtel agree to receive the ambiguous SMS and the mean (3.50) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (3.26)521
value of GP. It impact negatively so it refers that GP is in good position than of Airtel.522

In case of language of SMS the mean (3.48) value of GP is higher than the mean (3.04) value of Airtel. So it523
indicates that GP is in good position than of Airtel.524

In case of contents of SMS the mean (3.54) value of GP is higher than the mean (3.40) value of Airtel. So it525
specifies that GP is in good position than of Airtel. In case of perception about offer the mean (3.38) value of526
GP is lower than the mean (3.56) value of Airtel. It refers most of the respondents of GP disagree that offers527
of push SMS are misleading in nature. So it states that regarding effectiveness of push service GP is in then528
good position than of Airtel. In case of Irritation most of the respondents of Airtel is agree and strongly agree529
that they are irritated when they receive the push SMS. The mean (4.20) value of Airtel is higher than the mean530
(4.04) value of GP that negatively present this statement that specifies Airtel is in the poor position than GP. In531
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case of Annoying SMS most of the respondents of Airtel is agree and strongly agree that they are Annoyed when532
they receive the push SMS. The mean (4.24) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (3.96) value of GP that533
negatively impacts this statement that specifies Airtel is in the poor position than GP regarding Push service.534
In case of SMS restriction, the mean (4.40) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (4.38) value of GP. That535
indicates the position of Airtel is good than GP. In case of Service information, the mean (3.26) value of Airtel is536
higher than the mean (2.62) value of GP. That states the effectiveness of Push service of Airtel is higher than of537
GP. In case of prior permission most of the respondents of Airtel agree and strongly agree that prion permission538
is necessary to send push SMS. GP’s mean is 3.90 and Airtel’s mean is 4.14. so it is negatively refers that Airtel539
should take prior permission than of GP. In case of information about activation and deactivation of service,540
the mean (3.20) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (3.10) value of GP. That indicates the effectiveness of541
push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In case of activation and deactivation method of service, the mean542
(3.20) value of Airtel is equal the mean (3.20) value of GP but the SD (1.229) of GP is lower than the SD (1.262)543
of Airtel that indicates the effectiveness of push service of GP is Higher than of Airtel. In case of intention to544
receive more information about products, services by push SMS, the mean (3.38) value of Airtel is higher than545
the mean (3.14) value of GP. That indicates the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In546
case of customers’ satisfaction regarding push service, the mean (2.90) value of Airtel is higher than the mean547
(2.62) value of GP. That indicates the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In case of push548
SMS about social welfare, Educational & govt. information the mean (3.86) value of GP is higher than the mean549
(3.16) value of Airtel. That specifies the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher than of Airtel. In case of550
”Contents of SMS are Relevancy to life style” the mean (2.80) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.56)551
value of GP. That indicates the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In case of special552
offer to customers, the mean (2.94) value of Airtel is higher than the mean (2.86) value of GP. That indicates553
the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In case of Time chosen for push SMS, most of the554
respondents of Airtel want to choose the time for receiving the push SMS than of GP. Mean of GP is 3.90 and555
mean of Airtel is 4.20. This mean negatively impact the statement so the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is556
lower than of GP. In case of advance permission to provide SMS, the mean (2.20) value of Airtel is higher than557
the mean (2.10) value of GP. That indicates the effectiveness of push service of Airtel is higher than of GP. In558
case of service of customer care center, the mean (3.68) value of GP is higher than the mean (3.34) value of GP.559
That indicates the effectiveness of push service of GP is higher than of Airtel. .560

53 Global561

54 July to December 2014562

Data were analyzed with a Likert type 5-point scale ranging from highly dissatisfied (1) to highly satisfied (5).563
Z-test is done to test hypotheses 1 to 13.564

55 n) Hypotheses testing (For comparing effectiveness of push565

service between GP and Airtel)566

Test of hypotheses and results have been presented in the below table 14 by the help of the statistical package567
SPSS version 17.0. The interpretations of the hypotheses testing have been given after the table 14. From the568
above table (Table: 14) the hypotheses are tested by using differences between the two means of GP and Airtel.569
At 5% level of significance, the critical value of z for two tailed test is = ± 1.96. If the computed value of Z is570
greater than +1.96 or less than -1.96, then reject Ho, otherwise accept Ha.571

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Service charge’ is 0.31227 which are lower than our572
critical value 1.96. Hence, we may accept the null hypothesis. That means Ha is rejected.573

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Language of SMS’ is 2.84256 which are greater than our574
critical value 1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.575

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Contents of SMS’ is 0.70282 which are lower than our576
critical value 1.96. Hence, we may accept the null hypothesis. That means Ha is rejected.577

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Irritation’ is -0.81863 which are lower than our According578
to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Annoying SMS’ is -1.39582 which are lower than our critical value579
-1.96. Hence, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.580

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’update information about products and services’ is581
-3.08851 which are higher than our critical value -1.96. Hence, we may accept the null hypothesis. That means582
Ha is rejected.583

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Information about service activation & deactivation’ is584
-0.41944 which are lower than our critical value -1.96. Hence, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha585
Accepted.586

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Customer satisfaction of push service’ is -1.32643 which587
are lower than our critical value -1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.588
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58 VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION A)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GRAMEENPHONE

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Push SMS about social, educational and govt.589
information’ is 3.35470 which are greater than our critical value 1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis.590
That means Ha Accepted.591

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Contents of lifestyle relevant to lifestyle’ is -1.08844592
which are lower than our critical value -1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.593

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Special offers to customers’ is -0.36530 which are lower594
than our critical value -1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.595

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Advance permission to provide SMS’ is -0.42812 which596
are lower than our critical value -1.96. So, we may reject the null hypothesis. That means Ha Accepted.597

According to the test statistics, calculated Z value of ’Service of customer care center’ is 1.70128 which is lower598
than our critical value 1.96. So, we may accept the null hypothesis. That means Ha is rejected.599

56 o) Summary of findings (Comparing effectiveness between600

GP and Airtel in case of push services)601

The above table represents that 4 variables are accepted whereas rest of the 9 variables are rejected i.e. there is602
a significant difference in terms of the 9 variables whereas, there are no significant differences in terms of the 4603
variables (service charge, contents of SMS, update information about products and services, service of customer604
care center).605

? It leads us to the decision that here is no significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel in606
terms of service charge. Which refer, subscribers are not satisfied about their service charge.607

? It is found that here is significant difference between Mean of GP and Mean of Airtel regarding language of608
SMS. So, it is refers that the opinion of the customers of GP is less scattered than Airtel that indicates GP is609
in good position than of Airtel in context of language. ? It leads us to the decision that there is no significant610
difference between GP and Airtel regarding contents of SMS. p) Hypotheses Testing (For overall evaluation and611
test the effectiveness of push service for both companies) Data were analyzed with a Likert type 5-point scale612
ranging from highly dissatisfied (1) to highly satisfied (5). In this study weighted average value of 3.50 (test613
value) has been considered as the optimum level for every case. One-sample t-test is done to test hypotheses614
1to13.615

57 Global Journal of Management and Business Research616

Volume XV Issue VII Version I Year 2015 ( E ) Consequently, in favor of the factor ”push SMS are relevant to617
customers’ life style” confidence interval lies entirely below 0. As a result, H 0 is rejected that is Ha is accepted.618

Hence, for the factor ”Both companies provide special offers to customers through push SMS” confidence619
interval lies entirely below 0. As a result, H 0 is rejected that is Ha is accepted.620

Consequently, in favor of the factor ”Both companies take the permission from respondents in advance to621
provide push SMS” confidence interval lies entirely below 0. As a result, H 0 is rejected that is Ha is accepted.622

Consequently, in favor of the factor ”Services of customer care center of GP and Airtel regarding push service623
are in satisfactory level.” confidence interval lies entirely above 0. Thus, H 0 is accepted and Ha is rejected.624

q) Summary of Findings (Overall evaluation for both companies in case of effectiveness of push services) ? It625
can be concluded that both companies (GP and Airtel) have not satisfactory service charge to the customers.626
? It can be decided that the Language of push SMS of GP and Airtel is not satisfactory level to read the SMS627
easily. ? It can be determined that both companies do not take the permission from respondents in advance to628
provide push SMS.629

? Finally, it can be concluded that Services of customer care center of GP and Airtel regarding push service630
are in satisfactory level.631

58 VI. Recommendations and Conclusion a) Recommendations632

for Grameenphone633

This study suggested some recommendations for improving the effectiveness of push service for Grameenphone634
are as followsi. The authority of Grameenphone should reduce its higher Service charge so that the customers635
can be satisfied to activate their services. ii. It should provide push SMS which contents will be phone and to636
the point. iii. The Company should Provide update information about their products and services to increase637
the effectiveness of push service.638

iv. GP should provide information about activation and deactivation of Push services through Push SMS so639
that customers can easily activate as well deactivate the push service.640

v. GP should increase their quality and attractiveness of push service to make satisfy their customers.641
vi. The authority of GP should give more concern for providing special offer to customers.642
vii. In case of push service GP should take advance permission to provide push SMS to the phone of customers643

to increase the effectiveness of push service. So, if GP takes initiative to remove or reduce these drawbacks as well644
enhance the effectiveness of push service to customers then it will be more successful in the telecommunications645
industry of Bangladesh.646
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59 b) Recommendations for Airtel647

The following are the provided recommendations by this study to improve the effectiveness of push service of648
Airteli. Customers are not more satisfy about the service charge. So, Airtel should set a service charge in649
affordable level so that customers can activate their services frequently.650

ii. Airtel should ensure that the language of push SMS should be easy and understandable to the customers.651
iii. The authority of Airtel should give more concern about the contents of SMS. Content of SMS should be652
phone and to the point. iv. Customers are irritated when they get push SMS. So Airtel should enhance the653
attractiveness of push SMS or take another way to enhance the effectiveness of push service like PULL SMS,654
door to door to campaign etc.655

60 Global656

v. Customers are more Annoy when they get push SMS. So, Airtel should take another strategy to communicate657
with customer. vi. Airtel should provide up to date information about their products and services to enhance658
their effectiveness of push service. vii. Providing information about activation and deactivation of push services659
through push SMS. viii. Airtel should provide Push SMS about social, educational and govt. information to660
enhance their effectiveness of push service. ix. Airtel should provide push SMS that is relevant to customers’ life661
style. x. To enhance the effectiveness and acceptance of push SMS, Airtel may take the advance permission from662
customers to provide push SMS to their mobile phone.663

61 c) Conclusion664

The general objective of this study was to determine the effectiveness of push service and comparing among665
selected dimensions between Grameen phone and Airtel as well as to evaluate the overall effectiveness of push666
service of both companies. The research has provided insights like what are positive and negative aspects of both of667
the operators. In most of the dimensions of push service like language of push SMS, degree of customers’ irritation,668
degree of annoying, social, educational and govt. information, relevancy to customer life style, GP seems to669
be better than Airtel. Being the young company, Airtel is in the good position regarding information about670
service activation & deactivation, customer satisfaction level, special offer and advance permission. Although671
Grameenphone is in a better position in comparison to Airtel but it cannot be said that its services are much672
attractive to the customers. It has some other problems like lack of providing special offer, advance permission,673
service activation & deactivation process. It is found that customers are irritated and annoyed when they receive674
push SMS from their service providers so that it has a negative impact on effectiveness of push service. Irritating675
SMS are regarded by consumers as unwanted. Also the more frequently consumers are exposed to push SMS the676
more they become immune and regard these SMS as unwanted. A major finding is that consumers have fairly677
negative attitudes towards push SMS.678

The negative attitude toward push SMS implies that marketers have to take lot of strategy and plan to make679
push SMS and service more attractive. The results indicate that attitude toward push service via mobile devices680
strongly depends on language, contents and characteristics of message. The message language, contents and681
characteristics need to be developed carefully. Marketers may use the findings to design mobile push SMS and682
push service that create positive attitudes and avoid possible negative effects. While push SMS and service683
offer lots of benefits to subscribers, its low acceptance rate will hinder and effectiveness of push Service will be684
enhanced. Marketers of GP and Airtel can take a new concept of service that is Pull SMS strategy, advertising685
campaigns, fair, door to door campaigns and media advertising etc. to enhance their services. The manager of686
Airtel should improve all the factors and the manager of Grameen phones hold reduce service charge and provide687
better facilities for the customers of other operator. 26 1 2 3 4688

1© 2015 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
2Year 2015From the above table, it is found that 20% respondents of GP receive below 3 push SMS per day

where 40% respondents of Airtel receive below 3 push SMS per day.68% respondents of GP receive 3 to 5push
SMS per day where 42% respondents of Airtel receive 3 to 5 push SMS per day. On the other hand, 12%July to
December 2014 . July to December 2014

3( E ) © 2015 Global Journals Inc. (US) . July to December 2014 . July to December 2014
4© 2015 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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61 C) CONCLUSION
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14

GP Airtel Calculated 5%
level of

Result

Key factors Mean SD Mean SD Z value significance
Critical
z

(Ho)

Value
1. Service charge 1.80 1.069 1.74 .777 0.31227 1.96 Accepted
2. Language of 3.48 1.111 3.04 1.087 2.84256 1.96 Rejected
SMS
3. Contents of SMS 3.54 .994 3.40 .990 0.70282 1.96 Accepted
4. Irritation 4.04 1.029 4.20 .881 -0.81863 -1.96 Rejected
5. Annoying SMS 3.96 1.142 4.24 .870 -1.39582 -1.96 Rejected
6. Update
information about 2.62 1.141 3.26 1.006 -3.08851 -1.96 Accepted
products& services
7. Information
about service 3.10 1.344 3.20 1.498 -0.41944 -1.96 Rejected
activation &
deactivation
8. Customer 2.62 1.193 2.90 1.035 -1.32643 -1.96 Rejected
satisfaction of
PUSH service
9. Push SMS
about social, 3.86 1.010 3.16 1.167 3.35470 1.96 Rejected
educational and
govt. information
10. Contents of 2.56 1.091 2.80 1.340 -1.08844 -1.96 Rejected
lifestyle relevant to
lifestyle
11. Special offers 2.86 1.340 2.94 1.058 -0.36530 -1.96 Rejected
to customers
12. Advance 2.10 1.403 2.20 1.325 -0.42812 -1.96 Rejected
permission to
provide SMS
13. Service of 3.68 .935 3.34 1.062 1.70128 1.96 Accepted
customer care
center
Source: SPSS output.

Figure 15: Table 14 :

Figure 16: ?
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Test Value = 3.5
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

Figure 17: Table 15 :

? It can be concluded that Respondents of both
companies are irritated when they receive push
SMS.
? It can be established that Contents of push SMS of
GP and Airtel are often annoying to the customers.
? It can be concluded that both companies do not
provide update information about their products &
services to the customers through push SMS.
? It can be concluded that both companies do not
provide informationaboutactivationand
deactivation of push service through push SMS.
? It can be decided that the Respondents of both
companies are dissatisfied on getting the push
service.
? It can be concluded that both companies provide
available push SMS to customers about social,
educational, govt. info.
? It can be concluded that push SMS are not relevant
to customers’ life style.
? It can be settled that both companies do not
provide special offers to customers through push
SMS.

Figure 18: ?
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25 Customer care provides relative solutions to my objections about the PUSH SMS service
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral AgreeStrongly
Disagree Agree

a. ?
Posi-
tive

? Negative (select one option) ? ? ? ? ?

b. ?High quality ?Low quality (select one option) ? ? ? ? ?
c. ?Valuable?Worthless (select one option) ? ? ? ? ?
27. I am satisfied with the service of my 1 2 3 4 5
network provider- ?

Strongly
?
Dis-
agree

?
Neu-
tral

?
Agree

?
Strongly

Disagree Agree
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Note: * ”PUSH SMS”-]

Figure 19:
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Source: SPSS output.689
The test statistic table 15 shows the results of the one-sample t test. The t column displays the observed690

t statistic for each sample, calculated as the ratio of the mean difference divided by the standard error of the691
sample mean. The 95% confidence interval of the difference provides an estimate of the boundaries between692
which the true mean difference lies in 95% of all possible random samples of the factors (13 factors) in the test.693

Since, for the factor ”Both companies (GP and Airtel) have satisfactory service charge to the customers”694
confidence interval lies entirely below 0. Hence H 0 is rejected that is Ha is accepted. Hence, for the factor695
”Language of push SMS of GP and Airtel is easily readable to the customers” confidence interval lies entirely696
below 0. Thus, H 0 is rejected and Ha is accepted.697

Therefore, in support of the factor ”Contents of push SMS of GP and Airtel are phone and to the point”698
confidence interval lies entirely below 0. As a result, H 0 is rejected that is Ha is accepted.699

Therefore, in support of the factor ”Respondents of both companies are irritated when they receive push SMS”700
confidence interval lies entirely above 0. As a result, H 0 Holds true. That means, H 0 is accepted and Ha is701
rejected.702

Hence, for the factor ”Contents of push SMS of GP and Airtel are often annoying to the customers” confidence703
interval lies entirely above 0. As a result, H 0 Holds true. That means, H 0 is accepted and Ha is rejected.704

Consequently, in favor of the factor ”Both companies provide update information about their products &705
services to the customers through push SMS” confidence interval lies entirely below 0. Thus, H 0 is rejected and706
Ha is accepted.707

Hence, for the factor ”Both companies provide information about activation and deactivation of push service708
through push SMS” confidence interval lies entirely below 0. Thus, H 0 is rejected and Ha is accepted.709

Hence, in support of the factor ”Respondents of both companies are satisfied on getting the push Appendix (710
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